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Abstract: In the pathways towards the commercialisation of wave energy systems, the need for
reliable mathematical models is of paramount importance for the design and synthesis of model-based
control techniques to maximise the performance of wave energy converters (WECs). Furthermore,
these offshore marine systems are held in position by the use of mooring systems, which have recently
been analysed beyond survivability conditions to investigate their influence on control synthesis and
device performance. In this study, we delve into the complex challenge of incorporating relevant
mooring dynamics in defining a representative control action while also examining the influence
of wave directionality on the overall procedure. For the specific case of a spread mooring system,
where the hull cannot weathervane and operates based on directionality, control synthesis must be
performed taking into account this characteristic of the resource. In this context, because it is able to
harvest energy from only the bow-directed waves, the PeWEC is considered as a representative case
study. The control synthesis is realised using a tailored data-based model, and device performance is
evaluated across different site conditions while accounting for wave direction. Among our overall
conclusions, we show that neglecting the directionality of the wave resource for the PeWEC case
study can lead to an overestimation of device performance of up to 50%, even though a prevalent
wave direction exists at the site.

Keywords: wave energy; pitching device; PeWEC; moorings; productivity; performances; control;
data-based model

1. Introduction

The evolution of renewable energies has paved the way for the development of various
technologies, with ocean energy still remaining largely untapped. In particular, ocean
energy encompasses different harvesting methods with wave energy holding significant
promise, as it possesses the second-largest energy potential [1,2]. While the ocean energy
sector has made remarkable strides in recent years, it remains in its early stages, with several
advanced prototypes undergoing current testing. However, the global installed capacity
remains limited to just a few megawatts. The industry faces pressing challenges, including
the need for further technological development to establish reliability and robustness
and cost reduction, as well as overcoming deployment hurdles and mitigating risks [3–6].
Evaluating the importance of an energy source involves considering both its potential and
the capacity of the available technology to extract power from it. Recent studies indicate
that wave energy extraction could reach around 10–20% of its total potential [5,7–9]. This
level of power extraction has the capabilities of contributing with a substantial portion of
the overall energy consumption [10].

As the energy stored in a wave diminishes with increasing water depth and distance
from the shore [11], most wave energy converters (WECs) are classified as offshore floating
devices [12]. Consequently, these WECs require specific locations for deployment. A crucial
component in ensuring the proper functioning of these devices is the mooring system,
which addresses the station-keeping problem.
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Compared to traditional offshore structures, like floating production storage and
offloading units, wave energy technologies present more complex systems for station
keeping. This complexity arises from the need to maintain the device energy extraction
characteristics, i.e., minimising the effect of the mooring dynamics in operating conditions,
while ensuring its structural integrity [12].

The optimisation of energy extraction typically involves employing control techniques
derived from optimal control theory [13]. In wave energy systems, control actions are
virtually always computed using a model-based approach [14]. Therefore, accounting for
the effect of the mooring system on the overall system response becomes crucial in the
process of synthesising effective and representative control actions. Designing a reliable
controller necessitates a thorough understanding of the system dynamics, including the
relevant mooring dynamics. However, modelling moorings accurately within a tractable
WEC model is inherently challenging due to their potentially nonlinear behaviour [15],
which can (at least partially) explain why the vast majority of control studies available
for WEC systems do not incorporate any information on the effect of the station-keeping
component. As a matter of fact, while the influence of moorings on device dynamics is
acknowledged in the existing literature, the vast majority of the state-of-the-art studies in
the wave energy domain primarily focus on mooring system design under survivability
conditions (see, e.g., [16–18], to cite a few).

If the station-keeping system significantly influences the dynamics of WECs, synthesis-
ing control actions without considering the mooring system can lead to non-representative
and suboptimal results [19–22].

Furthermore, though, in general, performance assessments omit the influence of the
wave direction on the device performances [23,24], and the associated device dynamics
can be significantly influenced if a directional device is investigated, (i.e., a device capable
of harvesting energy from a single direction), because the mooring system reduces the
device’s weathervaning capabilities. In addition, it is not clear in the state of the art how the
wave directionality directly influences the response of a moored system and, consequently,
the definition of a representative control action.

With the intention of providing insight into wave energy systems modelling, this
study expands upon the control synthesis approach proposed in [20]. In particular, we
incorporate wave directionality into the analysis and the assessment of a representative
wave energy system performance based on representative site conditions. Acknowledging
the impact of nonlinear factors on the overall dynamics, such as mooring restoring forces
and wave second-order forces, among others (see Section 3), the results are evaluated
using a nonlinear numerical model. By overcoming the limitations associated with wave
directionality, this study comprehensively assesses the productivity of the pendulum wave
energy converter (PeWEC) across a wide spectrum of scenarios. Among the available
WECs, the PeWEC has been chosen as a representative case study due to its multi-degrees-
of-freedom (DoFs) nature, comprehensive PTO conversion mechanism, and the relevance
of the mooring system for device station keeping and alignment.

The remainder of this study is organised as follows: In Section 2, the device under
investigation is presented alongside its main characteristics, working principle, and corre-
sponding mooring system. In Section 3, the numerical models adopted to evaluate both
the data-based models and device productivity are presented. In Section 4, the control
synthesis of the device is analysed and the application of such a synthesis by means of
a tailored data-based model is described. Section 5 outlines the simulation process and
describes the main results of the productivity analysis and, finally, in Section 6 the main
findings of this study are reported.

Notation

With R+, the set of positive real numbers is represented. F(ω) = F ( f (t)) represents
the Fourier transform of the function f . Moreover, whenever a function is represented by a
Greek letter, its Fourier transform is indicated with a tilde, e.g., the Fourier transform of the
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η is expressed with η̃. Given a matrix A ∈ Cn×m, A∗ ∈ Cn×m represents the Hermitian of
A. Additionally, given a square non-singular matrix B ∈ Cn×n, B−∗ ∈ Cn×n denotes the
inverse Hermitian of B. Considering A ∈ Cn×m, {<(A),=(A)} ⊂ Rn×m represents the real
and the imaginary parts of the matrix A, respectively.

2. The PeWEC Case

With the purpose of keeping this paper reasonably self-contained, a brief introduction
to the PeWEC underlying working principle, mooring, and associated mechanical system
is presented within the following paragraphs.

The PeWEC is a floating offshore pendulum-based WEC, which harvests energy by
means of the wave-induced pitch motion. Its working principle is outlined in Figure 1. The
PeWEC pitch motion, excited by the incoming wave, induces a pendulum rotation around
its axis (ε), which is connected, by means of a gearbox, to a PTO system.

Figure 1. The PeWEC working principle in a schematic two-dimensional fashion.

Hull geometries and inertial properties are the result of an optimisation algorithm,
which evaluates the device performance and minimises a corresponding cost function
(i.e., capex over productivity) on a specific site. In particular, within this study, the PeWEC
device has been optimised, taking into account the environmental conditions of Pantelleria
(Sicily, Italy), by leveraging a genetic-based algorithm [25].

The PeWEC station-keeping problem is solved by adopting symmetrical spread mooring,
formed by four catenary lines (see Figure 2), which are effectively “common” within the wave
energy field [26,27]. Each line has a corresponding jumper attached to reduce the vertical load
on the device and hence minimise any undesired effects on the device response.

A spread mooring system can significantly affect the harvested energy of a pitching
device like the PeWEC, because it can restrain the weathervaning capabilities of the wave
energy system. Moreover, Pantelleria represents a peculiar, environmentally speaking, site,
because waves have a prevalent direction, as exposed in Figure 3. The PeWEC properties
and the associated installation site data are both available in Table 1.
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Figure 2. The PeWEC mooring system layout: schematic representation of one of the four cate-
nary lines. Please note that, the sub-surface jumper is figured in red.

Table 1. PeWEC properties.

Property Symbol Unit Value

Device properties

device—mass m1,1 (kg) 1.11 · 107

device—roll inertial moment m4,4 (kg·m2) 5.5 · 107

device—pitch inertial moment m5,5 (kg·m2) 3 · 107

device—yaw inertial moment m6,6 (kg·m2) 7.2 · 107

hydrostatic stiffness—heave hk,3,3 (N/m) 3.1 · 106

hydrostatic stiffness—roll hk,4,4 (Nm/rad) 1.2 · 108

hydrostatic stiffness—pitch hk,5,5 (Nm/rad) 4 · 107

Pendulum properties

pendulum—mass mp (kg) 7.17 · 104

pendulum—extent dp (m) 2.44
pendulum—length lp (m) 2.40

Site and mooring properties

site water depth wd (m) 38
mooring anchor radius ar (m) 175
mooring line length − (m) 190
mooring line angle θ (deg) 60

chain nominal diameter − (mm) 80
chain axial stiffness − (N) 546 · 106

chain linear mass − (kg/m) 127
jumper net buoyancy − (kg) 4000
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Figure 3. Rose diagram of the Pantelleria wave conditions: wave occurrences related to the coming-
from direction.

3. Numerical Modelling

In this study, various numerical models are employed to capture the underlying system
dynamics. While a frequency-domain approach can be utilised within linear assumptions
(also by linearising nonlinear terms, see [28]), it is recognised that the use of a dynamic
model is necessary when modelling a mooring system [29]. The following numerical
models are employed in this study:

• Device hydrodynamics: The hydrodynamic effects acting on the device are incorpo-
rated using the assumptions corresponding with potential-flow theory [30]. Time-
domain simulations are performed by computing the corresponding impulse response
functions based on the well-known Cummins’ equation [31].

• Mooring system: The mooring system is modelled using a dynamic lumped-mass
model described in [32], and the numerical solver adopted is OrcaFlex (OF), being
one of the most used in the offshore field [33]. External forces acting on the mooring
system are included within the OF environment using the procedure proposed in [20].

Accordingly, the equation of motions of the device is

(m + m∞)z̈(t) +
∫ t

−∞
hr(τ)ż(t− τ)dτ + hkz(t) = fw(t)− fpend(t)− fm(t), (1)

in which {m, m∞, hk} ⊂ R6×6 represent the system inertia matrix, the so-called infinite-
frequency added mass [31], and the hydrostatic stiffness, respectively. { fw, fpend, fm} :
R+ → R6, t 7→ { fw(t), fpend(t), fm(t)} are the wave exciting force, the pendulum reaction
on the device, and the mooring restoring force, respectively. Finally, hr : R+ → R6×6, t 7→
hr(t) represents the radiation impulse response function. Furthermore, it is possible to
appreciate the integration of the following nonlinear terms:

• Wave force: The excitation force on the hull is evaluated by including the second-order
terms (slow varying forces) defined in [34], precisely fw(t) = fe(t) + fdri f t(t), in which
fdri f t(t) represents the drift forces acting on the device, given by the superposition of
the mean drift forces and different-frequencies forces [34].

• Mooring force: The mooring problem is solved by means of OF as exposed in [32].
• Mechanism force: The integration of the mechanism and the associated control (the

pendulum and the PTO) is achieved by means of an external library, following the
approach proposed in [20]. The corresponding nonlinear equations are discussed
within the following paragraph.
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A graphical (schematic) representation of the equation of motion is presented in Figure 4.
The pendulum equations are derived in a 3-DoFs model, by considering the surge, heave,
and pitch motions. Note that the presented mathematical model, and its associated param-
eters, have been validated previously, see, e.g., [35,36]. The pendulum reaction on the hull,
fpend : R→ R6, t 7→ fpend(t), can be written as

fpend = [ fpend,1, 0, fpend,3, 0, fpend,5, 0, ]ᵀ,

fpend,1 = −mpdp cos(z5)z̈5 −mplp cos(z5 + ε)(z̈5 + ε̈)

+mpdp sin(z5)z̈5 −mplp sin(z5 + ε)(ż5 + ε̇)2,

fpend,3 = mpdp sin(z5)z̈5 −mplp sin(z5 + ε)(z̈5 + ε̈)

+mpdp cos(z5)z̈5 −mplp cos(z5 + ε)(ż5 + ε̇)2,

fpend,5 = fctrl + fpend,1dp cos(z5)− fpend,3dp sin(z5),

(2)

where {mp, lp, dp} ⊂ R+ represent the pendulum mass, pendulum length, and vertical
extent between the pendulum fulcrum and the device centre of gravity (CoG), respectively.
Moreover, z5 : R → R, t 7→ z5(t) is the pitch motion, defined as the fifth entry of the
device motion vector z, and ε : R → R, t 7→ ε(t) is the rotation of the PTO axis. Finally,
fctrl : R → R, t 7→ fctrl(t) is the control torque applied to the PTO axis. The relation
between the PeWEC pendulum rotation and its associated pitch motion can be described
by the following equation:

(m5,5 + mpl2
p)ε̈−mplp cos(z5 + ε)z̈1 + mplp sin(z5 + ε)z̈3+

(m5,5 + mpl2
p −mpdplp cos(ε))z̈5 −mpdplp sin(ε)ż2

5+

mpglp sin(z5 + ε) + fctrl = 0,

(3)

with m5,5 ∈ R+ the hull pitch inertial moment.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the PeWEC system. The controlled system (under linear
assumptions) is represented as the linear map Gε.

As discussed previously in this section, the overall model experiences nonlinear
actions, which are highlighted in Figure 4 using green lines. According to Cummins’
Equation (1), it is possible to define the following subsystems: {Σ fe , Σ fdrift

} : R → R6,
the linear and nonlinear maps related to the wave forces ( fe and fdrift, respectively);
Σmoor : R6 → R6, the mooring nonlinear map; Σpend : R6 → R7, the pendulum nu-
merical representation; and, finally, Σd : R6 → R6, the linear map associated to the device
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hydrodynamics. Regarding the control action itself, K f b : R→ R represents the controller
acting on the mechanical system.

Please note that, under linear assumptions, it is possible to represent the controlled
system separately, in terms of an equivalent input/output map Gε : R → C, ω 7→ Gε(ω)
which defines the link between the total force acting on the PTO axis (Fε) and the associated
velocity (˜̇ε).

We summarise, in the following, the main assumptions adopted within the mathemat-
ical modelling procedure:

• Hydrodynamics: The model is based on linear potential theory, which is expanded
using nonlinear second-order forces. Linear potential models rely on the assumption
of small motions and are generally unsuitable when excitation forces and device
hydrodynamic properties (e.g., stiffness, among others) vary significantly. In most
cases, this issue is limited to extreme wave scenarios [37], and the use of a linear
potential-based model has already been validated for the PeWEC case [38].

• Mechanism: The model assumes that the pendulum effect primarily affects the pitch,
surge, and heave motions. Note that the overall model is validated against experimen-
tal data in [36].

• Mooring: This model is based on a dynamic lumped-mass model, which effectively
represents the state of the art in mooring modelling [33].

4. Control Synthesis for the PeWEC

As suggested in Paduano et al. [20], the control problem of the moored PeWEC can
be faced by leveraging impedance-matching theory [39]. To keep this study reasonably
self-contained, the description of the control synthesis and the associated theoretical back-
ground are briefly recalled. For a complete description, the interested reader is referred
to [20,39–41].

4.1. Impedance-Matching Application

Figure 5 shows the PeWEC system under linear assumptions feedback-controlled in
terms of the map Kopt

f b : R→ C, s 7→ Kopt
f b (s). The control action Fopt

ctrl can be interpreted in
terms of an electric load, which needs to be designed with the objective of maximising the
power extraction from the source, i.e., the force acting on the ε axis. Note that, as per the
discussion provided previously within this section, ε̇ represents the velocity of the PTO
axis, and the map Gε : R→ C, s 7→ Gε(s) is the system to be controlled.

Figure 5. Impedance-matching principle: equivalent electrical circuit representation.

The resolution of this problem, under its electrical representation, can be addressed
by means of the so-called impedance-matching theorem [42]. In particular, in order to
maximise the power transfer, the load impedance Kopt

f b must be designed as the complex
conjugate of the system impedance, which means, in the PeWEC case,

Kopt
f b (ω) = I∗(ω) = Gε

−∗(ω). (4)
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The direct application of the condition in Equation (4), for every possible ω, cannot be
achieved in practice due to the non-causality induced by the Hermitian operator (see [39]).
To address this problem, it is possible to apply the impedance-matching principle by
interpolating the optimal condition in (4) with an implementable (i.e., causal) controller
structure on a matching frequency ωm, i.e.,

K f b(ωm) = Kopt
f b (ωm). (5)

Though the choice of the interpolating frequency can be straightforward in monochromatic
exciting conditions, when a panchromatic force excites the controlled system, the definition
of ωm is not trivial, compromising the performance of the adopted controller [39].

Therefore, in order to synthesise a suitable controller, the interpolating frequency can
be selected by analysing, according to a given input wave spectrum, the spectrum of the
exciting force S fε

: R → R+, ω 7→ S fε
(ω) [41]. To evaluate the force spectrum, the map

η̃ : R → C, ω 7→ η̃(ω), which links the wave elevation with the total force acting on the
PTO axis, can be leveraged.

As such, the uncontrolled system can be represented, under linear assumptions, as
exposed in Figure 6. Finally, the spectrum of the exciting input acting on the PeWEC system
can be defined as

S fε
= SηGη2 fε

G∗η2 fε
, (6)

in which Sη : R→ R+, ω 7→ Sη (ω) represents the wave spectrum.

Figure 6. Identification of the pendulum axis excitation force.

4.2. Data-Based Modelling of the Controlled System

Bearing in mind the numerical tools available (see Section 3), it is clear that a significant
limitation arises in the use of impedance-matching-based control synthesis, because most
of the used models are nonlinear. This problem can be circumnavigated by leveraging
a data-based model of the controlled system. The identification of the map Gε, for the
PeWEC case, is achieved by imposing a set of Nj ∈ N multisine input signals Fj

ctrl [43].
By applying this set of signals, it is straightforward to define the I/O empirical transfer
function estimate for Gε as

Gε(ω) =

Nj

∑
j=1

1
Nj

Fj
ctrl(ω)

˜̇εj(ω)
, (7)

where ˜̇εj denotes each output signal corresponding with the input Fj
ctrl.

The process described above is applied to the PeWEC-moored configuration so as to
evaluate the corresponding frequency response map. In particular, this is exposed explicitly
in Figure 7.

With the identified response (7), we proceed to synthesise an energy-maximising
controller, following the impedance-matching theory presented in Section 4.1. In particular,
the structure of the feedback controller adopted in this paper, which is used to interpolate
the optimal impedance-matching response, is

K f b(ω) =
kα ω

ω + kβ
, (8)

with {kα, kβ} ⊂ R. Note that the proposed controller structure is an alternative of the
classic proportional–integral (PI) controller, well known in the wave energy field. This
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particular structure is adopted for the intrinsic stability condition that can be guaranteed in
the controller closed-loop form, taking advantage of the WEC dissipativity property [44].

Figure 7. Averaged frequency responses (Gε) for the moored and unmoored models.

Finally, it is possible to define, for a given interpolating frequency ωm ∈ R, the control
parameters for (8) as follows:

kα(ωm) = <
(

1
G∗ε (ωm)

)ω2
m + k2

β,m

ω2
m

,

kβ(ωm) = =
(

1
G∗ε (ωm)

)
ωm

<
(

1
G∗ε (ωm)

) .
(9)

Within this study, irregular sea states are experienced by the pitching device, which
means that the interpolating frequency can be achieved, as suggested in Section 4.1, by
taking advantage of the map between the wave elevation and the PTO force, i.e., by
identifying map Gη2 fε

(see Figure 6), which can be achieved for a nonlinear system by
computing the best linear approximation of the system [43]:

• Known wave spectra (i.e., Schroder phase multisine [43]) are simulated on the high
fidelity model. For any simulation, the overall response is computed and averaged, i.e.,

G? =
˜̇ε
η̃

. (10)

• The map Gη2 fε
can be computed as

Gη2 fε
=

G?

Gε
, (11)

with Gε the frequency response evaluated as exposed in Section 4.
• The spectrum of the force on the ε axis can now be computed, i.e.,

S fε
= Sη

(
Gη2 fε

G∗η2 fε

)
. (12)

The map Gη2 fε
is evaluated, and the associated amplitude is exposed in Figure 8. The

system can be divided into two frequency regions, one defined by the device resonance
(close to 1 rad/s) and one defined by the pendulum resonance (close to 2 rad/s). It can
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be noticed that the output of the system Gη2 fε
is more susceptible to exciting input with a

frequency closer to the device resonance one. Once the force spectrum is computed, the
matching frequency ωm can be selected. Among the characteristic frequencies of the force
exciting spectrum, within this study, the median is considered.

Figure 8. Identification of the Gη2 fε
map. The averaged value of the several multisine signals is

exposed in black.

5. Performance Assessment

The assessment of device productivity requires considering the performance across
the entire scatter diagram of the site, which necessitates the inclusion of directionality. This
aspect is particularly relevant for the PeWEC, as the device’s ability to harvest energy is
dependent on the incident wave direction. Including the directionality in the performance
assessment of the PeWEC requires considerations on the deployment of the associated
mooring system, because the orientation of the spread mooring (see Figure 2) will definitely
impact the device performances. In the next paragraphs, the problem is faced by analysing
a large set of environmental data in order to evaluate by means of a representative analysis
the productivity of the PeWEC by analysing the directional scatter diagrams. The obtained
productivity result is compared to the productivity achieved in an omnidirectional scenario.
This comparison allows for the power loss resulting from the waves’ directionality to be
quantified and emphasises their significance in the overall performance assessment of
the device.

To gather a comprehensive dataset, a total of 20 years’ worth of hourly data are
downloaded from the ERA5 online database [45]. This dataset serves as the foundation for
the subsequent analysis. The downloaded data are utilised to investigate the distribution
of the wave directions over the designated time period. This analysis provides valuable
insights into the prevailing wave directions at the chosen site.

In Figure 9, the wave energy and occurrences (Oen and Ow, respectively) are repre-
sented as a function of the wave directionality. It can be noted that almost 70% of the site
total energy is carried by waves coming from 300◦ N. Nevertheless, the waves from the
same directions represent only 40% of the site conditions.

By leveraging the directionality characteristic of the site, and taking advantage of the
device symmetry1, the following steps can be followed in order to define and organise the
site environmental conditions:

• Waves are divided into four main directions, which means four different scatters
are built according to the direction between the waves and the device bow: 0± 15◦,
30± 15◦, 60± 15◦, and 90± 15◦.

• The 0◦ scatter is defined according to the most energetic directions (which actually is
300◦ N, see Figure 9).

• The bin size is set to 0.75 m and 0.75 s in order to define a representative set of waves.
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• The waves simulated represent 95% of the site occurrence and 98% of the site energy:
it means that most energetic waves on directional scatters are taken until 98% of the
site energy and 95% of the site occurrence is reached2.

According to the proposed discretisation, it is possible to minimise the number of simulated
waves for non-prevalent directions. The scatters discretised according to the four main
directions are reported in Appendix A.

Figure 9. On top, wave energy and occurrences as a function of the wave directionality; on bottom,
the cumulate of the wave energy and occurrence.

Once scatters are defined, a representative linear model of the moored system needs
to be computed (such as the one exposed in Section 3). Please note that the directionality
significantly influences the device response in the corresponding map Gη2 fε

. Therefore,
by varying the directionality of the input signal η̃, it is possible to define the map G?,dd
(see Equation (11)), in which dd ∈ [0, 30, 60, 90] represents the wave–bow orientation.

The maps of Gη2 fε ,dd for different wave directions are shown in Figure 10. The influence
of the wave direction on the equivalent force acting on the ε axis can be observed. The map
associated with a 90◦-oriented wave is not exactly zero due to the small yaw angles allowed
by the mooring system. However, the force acting on the pendulum axis is lower than 30 dB
when a wave comes from the side of the device, compared to a bow-oriented wave.

Based on this, the following simulations are conducted by omitting the 90◦ scatter.
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Figure 10. Identification of the Gη2 fε
map for each direction.

Results

A total of 122 waves are simulated by means of the OF-based proposed tool.
Harvested mechanical energy is evaluated within the proposed case of study. The

average mechanical power is calculated for a single wave condition as the mean of the
instantaneous power, i.e.,

µp =
1

Nk

Nk

∑
k=1

pk(t), (13)

in which p : R → R, t 7→ p(t) is the instantaneous mechanical power evaluated as
p(t) = ε̇(t) fctrl(t). Consequently, the device power matrix, for each direction, is constructed
by averaging the mechanical performance across all scenarios. The resultant power matrices
are presented in Figure 11. Furthermore, Figure 12 illustrates the device response under
one of the most energetic waves in the 0-degree scatter.

Once the device power matrices are available, the assessment of the overall productiv-
ity can be conducted by incorporating wave occurrences. This is achieved by multiplying
the power matrix by the occurrences matrices, specifically for each direction:

Γ = Nhours ∑
ii

∑
jj

µp,ii,jjOw,ii,jj, (14)

where Nhours ∈ N represents the total number of hours in a year. The productivity is
reported in Table 2.

Therefore, the productivity of the device on the Pantelleria site results in being equal
to 46.8 MWh

year .

Omnidirectional Analysis

The omnidirectional productivity is evaluated to quantify the energy loss due to the
monodirectional nature of the PeWEC. In this evaluation, it is assumed that all the waves
at the site are directed towards the bow of the device. This allows for the definition of
the omnidirectional scatter, which represents the overall performance of the device under
these conditions.

Please note that the omnidirectional scatter is equivalent to the θbow = 0 scatter in
terms of the wave conditions. This means that the power matrix of the device is exactly the
same in both cases, and the resulting productivity needs to be multiplied by the occurrences
from the omnidirectional scatter.

The resulting productivity for the omnidirectional analysis results in being

Γomni = 70.3
MWh
year

. (15)
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Figure 11. Directional power matrices for the moored PeWEC device.

Figure 12. Device response when subject to a panchromatic wave condition, with the instantaneous
power displayed at the top, and the PTO velocity ε̇ (in blue) and control force fctrl (in grey) at the
bottom. The wave spectrum is characterised by the following properties: Tp = 6.5 s, Hs = 2.375 m,
and dir = 0 deg.
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Table 2. Device productivity.

θbow (◦) Γ ( MWh
year )

0 31.7

30 11.4

60 3.7

The analysis of the omnidirectional productivity reveals that the PeWEC overall energy
extraction capability is reduced by 34% due to the waves’ directionality at the Pantelleria
site. This finding highlights the significant impact that wave direction can have on the
performance of the device. Despite the PeWEC’s ability to harvest energy from stern-
coming waves as well as bow-coming waves, the loss of energy due to the restricted wave
approach direction is significant. For the sake of completeness, the device capture width
ratio (CWR) is evaluated on the overall 0 deg scatter, exposed in Figure 13. The CWR, also
called hydrodynamic efficiency [46], expresses the fraction of the wave power absorbed by
the device, i.e.,

CWR = 100
µp

OenB
, (16)

in which B = 22.5 m represents the device width.

Figure 13. Device CWR 0 deg scatter.

Please note that the CWR of the PeWEC is consistent with that of other point-absorber
devices [46].

6. Conclusions

Moorings influence WEC performances by affecting the overall motion and restraining
the device’s weathervaning capability. Although the first problem is analysed in the state
of the art [20], the inclusion of the wave directionality within the control synthesis and
performance assessment of a moored device still results in being a novelty. This study aims
to address this problem by analysing the PeWEC representative case study, because its
performances can be influenced by the waves’ direction.

Site environmental conditions are pre-processed in order to define a comprehensive set
of waves, defined in four directional scatter diagrams. The problem of the control synthesis
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is then addressed including the wave directionality and, consequently, performances of the
moored PeWEC on the directional scatters are evaluated. Finally, the omnidirectional con-
ditions are compared in terms of productivity to remark on the importance of directionality
in the device performance assessment.

Although the site conditions result in having a prevalent wave direction, by neglecting
the directionality problem for the PeWEC case study, device performances can be overesti-
mated up to 50%. To synthesise, because a significant part of wave energy systems can be
influenced by the wave directionality [12], such information needs to be included in the
system design stage in order to provide reliable results.

While the control action synthesised using impedance-matching theory has limitations
in practical applications, such as the absence of inherent constraint handling, this study
emphasises the importance of assessing WEC performance comprehensively, even when
analysing sites with prevalent wave directions. It is worth noting that the significant
dynamics of the mooring system can be incorporated by linearising mooring actions to
synthesise controllers using numerical techniques [22]. Furthermore, although the optimal
control action remains unaffected by wave directions in unconstrained conditions, the
inclusion of a mooring system can also influence the synthesised controller, also when
considering heaving devices [21]. In general, to pave the way for the commercialisation of
wave energy systems, careful consideration of the mooring system and wave directionality
should be performed in the initial optimisation stages of device development. This study
focuses on addressing the current challenges in wave energy system modelling to advance
representative holistic optimisation strategies.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Wave directional scatter for the Pantelleria site, Italy. Occurrences scatter on the left, and
energetic scatter on the right. The scatter is defined according to the wave directionality of 0◦ to the
device’s bow, and the chosen waves are represented with green square markers.
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Figure A2. Wave directional scatter for the Pantelleria site, Italy. Occurrences scatter on the left, and
energetic scatter on the right. The scatter is defined according to the wave directionality of 30◦ to the
device’s bow, and the chosen waves are represented with green square markers.

Figure A3. Wave directional scatter for the Pantelleria site, Italy. Occurrences scatter on the left, and
energetic scatter on the right. The scatter is defined according to the wave directionality of 60◦ ± 15◦

according to the device’s bow, and the chosen waves are represented with green square markers.

Figure A4. Wave directional scatter for the Pantelleria site, Italy. Occurrences scatter on the left, and
energetic scatter on the right. The scatter is defined according to the wave directionality of 90◦ to the
device’s bow, and the chosen waves are represented with green square markers.
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Notes
1 The PeWEC takes advantage of a double symmetry. It is able to harvest energy from stern-coming waves, such as the bow-

coming ones.
2 Please note that cutting off 2% of the total energy and 5% of the total occurrences halves the number of waves.
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